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Reminder-General Meeting Time Change
All GM Meetings will now start at 11:3am year round
Next meeting this coming Sunday, November 22, 2015
This time will not change again for the club year.
We are trying to see if this alleviates any confusion due to
daylight savings time changes. Please attend!

From the Desk of the President
Kurt Hoberg
Tournament Range
Work continues on the Tournament Range.
Concrete work will start soon, as we have finally
received and OK’ed a bid that is realistic! Due to
the work in requesting and receiving bids for
concrete we had a lull in progress. The concrete
vendor will be out in November to start working.
Still in progress are ideas on logistics of range
use for club members vs. when we host
tournaments, and how to utilize this new exciting
space for the entire club. If you have ideas and
questions please let me know.
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CBH 2015 State 900 Round Results
CVA archers participated in the CBH State 900 round, shooting the tournament at
the Verdugo Hills Archery club. We had a bit of everything shooting this
tournament, heat, wind, and rain!
This tournament is held yearly by CBH over a dozen different archery clubs all
over the state of California.
As usual, CVA had a fine showing. Here are the results of the tournament,
congratulations to the CVA archers that took home medals!
Last name

First name

Division

Style

Score

Place

Rice

Jacque

Master Sr

FS

778

2nd Place

Hoberg

Rose

Senior

FSL-Rec

701

2nd Place

Riggs

Cher

Senior

FSL-Rec

665

3rd Place

Hoberg

Kurt

Senior

FSL-Rec

814

1st Place

Next year I’ll work to keep the club membership informed of this tournament as it
is a great shoot and is open to all ages. And…once our Tournament range is
completed I’m very interested in CVA becoming one of the hosting clubs!
Upcoming Tournament Information
Due to a snafu with venue scheduling due to new employees at the Tulare
Fairgrounds, registration for the 2016 State Indoor and JOAD tournaments was
closed. I’m happy to report that the venue schedule issue has been resolved and
registration for both tournaments is now open. Browse to http://calarchery.net for
more information.
I would suggest that if you are interested in attending you register as soon as
possible as the tournament has exploded in popularity over the last several years.
The shooting line fills up quickly and hotels are booked well in advance.
If you have questions please reach out and I’ll be happy to help!
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JOAD / Adult Achievement Pin Program
Congratulations to this month’s Adult Achievement Pin program award earners.
Great job and fine shooting! As of the time of writing this article, here are the
achievements:
 Gabriel Arndt – 1st pin, shooting Barebow.
The JOAD pin program gains a new member once every few months, so there is
room! For those youth archers who are interested in participating in the JOAD pin
program please see me during our Saturday Public Sessions. Congratulations to the
following archers for their fine shooting! As of the time of writing this article, here
are the achievements:
 Tara Grant – 1st and 2nd pin, shooting FITA Recurve
Broadhead Reminder
As hunting season is here I want to remind everyone that there is no shooting of
broadheads on CVA's premises, except as stated in the CVA Broadhead policy.
The Broadhead policy was published verbatim in May 2015’s CVA Quiver, which
outlines the requirements of shooting broadheads on the range. If you have
questions please let me know and I’ll be happy to outline the specifics.
See you on the range!
Your President,
Kurt
Remember, archery is easy. Shoot a 10, do it again!

Happy Anniversaries to our members!!






Gary White – 11 years
Steve Price and Jim Niehoff – 6 years
Leon Darius and Bill Tandrow and family – 3 years
Byron Kirk, Alan Murphy and family, Bill Ruch and family – 2 years
Virginia Hankins, James Purtee and family, Keyth Pengal, Gregg Ream
and family, James Stankovich, Marty Styles and family, Troy Beaty and
George Sidener - 1 year
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CVA’s 11th Annual JOAD BBQ
Many thanks and kudos to Mike Keena and friends for hosting CVA’s 11th annual
JOAD BBQ, held on Halloween day. Unofficial count for people fed is around
150. At one point there were no archers shooting as everyone was eating! I want
to personally thank everyone that helped make this BBQ a rousing success - Kurt
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From the Desk of the VP
November 2015
Just a fe ite s for this

o th’s e sletter.

Curtis Herman and Tom Swindle will again be manning a
booth at the Sequoia Middle School 5K and Activity Expo at
the school in Thousand Oaks. The guys had a great time last
year and spoke with many kids about our sport. Curtis will give
an update i e t o th’s Qui er.
Also I as er i spired Curtis’s arti le last o th a out o ser atio a d so I ha e
started to put together some ideas for an Environmental and Wildlife Plan for the range.
Curtis has offered to lend his wisdom along with Game Warden Cory Collins, Biology
Professor Ray Macias and Master Hawker Bill Feldt. Together we would like to build a plan
to keep our range vibrant, ecologically healthy and safe, not only for our members, but
also for the flora and fauna that exist on the lands we take care of and enjoy.
We already do many things towards these means such as recycling, trail range
maintenance, and weed control. We also work towards education of our members
through Safety Seminars, Hunter Education Courses and Informational Seminars. There is
always more we can do.
I am looking for any ideas that the members may have as far as projects that they may
want to see or areas of environment that we could affect. One project that has already
been suggested is the control of the invasive thistle that is on the field range. Invasive
species can take over the good flowers and ground cover that help increase our small
animal population like birds and even bees that help to propagate new plants that then
serve the hierarchy of the food chain. Another suggestion has been hawk perches to
control rodent populations.
This is not a fix it now kind of plan but a long term plan to build on for years to come.
If anyone would like to make suggestions or get involved please contact me!
See you on the range!
Bonnie
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CVA Year-end Award Results
Winner of the Standard Belt Buckle (Compound Bow)
Keith Murphy

A

Winner of the Traditional Belt Buckle
Curtis Hermann
GA

512

BHFS

305

TRAD

472
320
515
506
471
523
519
518
296
242
91
89
316
242
440

FS
FSL
BHFS
BHFS
FITA
FS
FS
FS
LB
LB
LB
LB
TRAD
TRAD
BHFS

Range Record Trophies Knives
Jacque Rice
Barbara Richter
Keith Murphy
Norman Rice
Kurt Hoberg
Clark Pentico
Norman Rice
Jack Sampson
Garry Magness
John Brix
Wesley Richter
Connor Richter
Curtis Hermann
Joe Cavaleri
Chris Murphy

GA
A
A
GA
A
A
GA
YA
A
GA
Y
YA
GA
A
YA

Perpetual Trophy (Highest Scratch Score Total – 10 Club Shoots)
 Clark Pentico
Golder Ager (Highest Average Handicapped Score – 3 Club Shoots)
 Norm Rice
… jbd
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Two of the buckles given out at the awards
banquet to Keith Murphy and Curtis Hermann
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Celebrity Archer of the Month

William Shatner with one of the original
Jennings Compound Bows
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Shatner in action
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A tale of two arrows
By Brent Richter

For your consideration here is a true story (at least that is Brent’s story – Editor ;-)
On the second target at Kern (Pow Wow) earlier this year my equipment failed in a
spectacular way
-andI didn’t have any backup equipment
-soI sat out the first day
-andPondered a way to shoot on the second day.
I came up with a simple plan that ought to work to get me off the sidelines and back
into the shoot.
All I needed came from the local hardware store -or- my archery bag.
The plan was to build arrows spined to my son’s backup bow, a vintage Stream Eze
two piece fiberglass bow, 48” in length @ 22#
That night we BBQ’d Tri-tips & built unconventional arrows using 5/16” wood dowels,
screw in points, fletching’s, G nocks, lots of serving and a Dremel motor tool.
The steps were quick and repetitive, hastily it took most the night to complete.
This is how the arrows looked:
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I shot the second day with the kids. It was sorta priceless, costing about 20 bucks of
raw materials and an evening’s worth of effort .
-soPlay it forward to the second Kern (High Sierra) shoot this month.
I used the same arrows, a vintage Stream Eze two piece fiberglass bow 56” in length
@ 52#
-andShot with the kids who were using their traditional equipment.
We noticed something odd.
It appeared that traditional arrows like this:

Suffered broken tips or shattered when hitting “harder than bale” type obstructions.
The arrows I used seemed to withstand the same hits without wrecking.
I didn’t lose a single arrow the whole shoot.
-soBack to the tale of two arrows
The bow I used had nearly 3x’s the draw weight of the kids’ equipment.
When all things being equal, was it a fluke that my arrows didn’t wreck?
-orDid the unique method of fabrication make my arrows more resilient?
I don’t know
True story
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Treasurer
Dear Fellow CVA Members,
We are looking for volunteers for the position of club treasurer. Dan Dix has held this position
for over 20 years. He will be retiring and leaving the state shortly after his current one year term.
During this transitional year we would like to bring someone in to start reviewing the many facets
of the job, participate in an audit, and become familiar with the all-important issues of running
the accounting for a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization. The style of the accounting is not set in
stone but there are certain parameters that we must follow to maintain our 501(c)3 tax status.
Dan is well organized and moving into the position will be aided by his expertise and guidance
while still in office. He will also be available after the transition for several months if any
questions may arise.
Our club would appreciate your consideration to volunteer for this position. We are hoping for
someone with an accounting, bookkeeping, or financial background. If you are interested in
helping please contact me with any questions. We will be reviewing respondents and formulating
plans as responses are received. The treasurer's position is a board nominated position and is a
not an elected position.

A few Interesting Quivers (2 old H.H. Style and one “Elf” Style)
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Being Coached by Khatuna Lorig

I’ve been asked more than once what it’s like to be coached by 5-time Olympian
and Bronze Medalist Khatuna Lorig. For those of you that don’t know, Khatuna is
also the coach that taught Jennifer Lawrence of Hunger Games fame how to shoot
a bow.
Here is the blow by blow in stunning detail!
While shooting at the 2014 California State Indoor Tournament I was talking with
fellow archer and friend, Joe Garcas. Joe mentioned that he was taking lessons
from Khatuna at Woodley Park and recommended that I contact her. At the time I
was a bit overawed and star-struck, as the possibility of being coached by an
Olympic caliber athlete had not even occurred to me. But…if Joe could do it I
figured I could too, so I reached out to Khatuna to see if she had room on her dance
card for a new student.
I received her call and after a pleasant conversation we scheduled a time for my
first lesson at Woodley Park. I took a long, extended lunch hour to do so, as the
drive to Woodley from Thousand Oaks took a little while!
First impressions are always memorable. Khatuna has a quick, winning smile, a
straightforward demeanor (likely due to her Georgian background), a quick wit,
and a strong handshake!
The first time I shot for her was also very memorable. We started at 18M, where I
was shooting well enough to be slapping the back of my arrows on a 40cm target.
She observed my shooting, and went to retrieve my final end of arrows. When she
came back she announced, “You have NO back tension. But it’s OK, you’re not a
disaster.” Brought a tear to my eye!
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Over the following weeks and months I would meet with Khatuna where we tore
down my old, bad-habit filled form and rebuilt it from scratch. As I had no back
tension, that was the goal. Initially getting into back tension was difficult, so much
so that I actually threw my back out!
Equipment changes were part of the process, so I made friends with a new type of
finger tab. As my bow was falling differently on release due to the changes in my
form, different weights in different places on the bow were required. As my back
tension improved and I got more inside the bow, my draw length extended over ¼”.
I was told again and again, “Be the BOSS of the release!” (Still working on that.)
“Stay in the archery bubble!” (Concentrate, be in the moment and feel the shot.)
“Back tension! Back Tension! BACK TENSION!” (back tension...yep…)
I frantically wrote everything down that I could remember after each lesson and
diligently worked in practice on what we went over. And, lo and behold, my
shooting began to improve. Strange how good coaching and practice have that
effect.
Finally the personal breakthrough happened in January 2015, where my new form
was solid enough that Khatuna asked, for the first time, “Where were you aiming?”
Prior to that where the arrow went didn’t matter as my form was still in flux. For
me, this was a huge, star-on-the-forehead moment.
Khatuna also asked me if I was going to participate in the upcoming 2015 National
Senior Games. I hadn’t even considered it, and she encouraged me to attend as I
was shooting strong. With that inspiration both my wife and I went to the games
and respectively brought back Silver and Gold metals.
The information that I’ve learned from Khatuna has improved my shooting
enormously, so much so that in 2015 I have placed in all the tournaments that I’ve
entered (with the exception of one…we don’t talk about that.) More importantly,
I’ve been able to coach and help many archers improve at CVA’s public session.
The ‘recipe’ that Khatuna teaches is solidly based in the KSL method, but distilled
down to what really works. And, who better to understand what works than
someone that has earned an Olympic medal?
Khatuna has relocated from the San Fernando Valley to living full time at the
Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista. She is currently travelling, competing to
win her spot in the upcoming 2016 Summer Olympic games in Rio De Janeiro, so I
haven’t seen her in several months. When she is in LA we work to schedule a
lesson so she can undo all the goofy things that have always seem to work their
way into my shooting.
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She is upfront, fair, honest, and a very interesting person with a great sense of
humor. I highly recommend her as a coach for those students that can handle direct,
candid, and sometimes tough feedback.
I have no doubts that she will qualify for the Olympic Games in 2016 and will
make the United States proud. I’ll be the one cheering the loudest!
Your President,
Kurt

Mystery Photo of the Month

O.K. … not much of a mystery.
Elvis demonstrating proper “form”.
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Membership Corner
2015

November

Membership te ds to slo do a it i the i ter o ths so e sure to
bring some friends to the range for a visit! Renewals are going very well and we
are about half way there. Remember that there is only to the end of this month to
renew and exchange your keys at the range. After the next General Meeting on
November 22, all further renewals need to be done by mail to Dan Dix at 4008
Monterey Court Newbury Park 91320. We do this to keep money exchanges off of
the range area and going directly to the treasurer again. It also allows me to get
back on the line and coaching for the JOAD Sessions. So I hope to see you all
soon!!!
There will be some new promotional items for sale soon! I know everyone has
been asking and now that we have a new storage shed at the JOAD Range I can do
some ordering! Long sleeve CVA Grey t-shirts will be the top of the list. I have
started a preorder sheet and if you definitely want one or two let me know via
email or a phone call. I have two mediums in stock right now. Of course we also
have our JOAD white t-shirts available. I will also be looking into some knit caps
that will look great with a CVA patch on them! Next will be some higher
competition shooting shirts. If anyone has a brand that they really like please do
drop me an email ith that i fo. I k o I a ’t please e er o e ut ill do hat I
can to come up with a nice shirt. Remember all of the items that are in stock right
now, make great holiday gifts, stocking stuffers or maybe something for you!
Long sleeve CVA grey t-shirts
$15.00
Short sleeve CVA grey or JOAD white $10.00
Dark grey hoodies
(very limited)
$30.00
I also have limited shirts of polo style and sweatshirts.
CVA Coffee Mug (only one left)
$12.00
California Bowhunter quiver tags
$1.00 (supports the Legal Defense Fund
that defends our rights as archers)
CVA Pins, Patches and Decals
$5.00
Clip/chalkboards for scorecards
$2.00
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Credit Card Processing at CVA!!
We are moving forward in our process to accept credit cards for payment at the
range. We will be trying a company for a 6 month trial and that should give us
enough opportunities to see if we like it. There will be some cost adjustments
when paying by credit card. We should be able to use it for renewals, promo sales,
tournament registration and food sales. We will keep you posted when we are
ready to flip the switch!
As always, thank you for your continued support!
Bonnie

RENEWAL INFO
Saturday November 21 will be the last day to do a membership renewal at the
range.
After this date please send your renewal check to:
Dan Dix at 4008 Monterey Court
Newbury Park, CA 91320
OR you can renew at any General Membership Meeting or after registration at any
tournament
You can arrange to pick up your key from me at the range but I cannot accept the
monies there.
If you have questions you can contact me at 805-379-8721 or email me at
bmarshall79@verizon.net
Thanks for getting your dues done quickly!
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The Conejo Qui er
Passing of an ar hery pioneer
A column by Curtis Hermann Nov. 2015
Mr. John Downey asked if I would be willing to do some extra articles on
the history of archery for the newsletter, I declined to do an extra regular
column due to aging brain and a somewhat suspect memory, that being said:
this one is for you John.
The Pasade a Bo hut hi h as a tually i “outh Pasade a as the
center of the bowhunting community in Souther Califor ia, a k i the day.
Just hat a k i the day ea s I’
ot sure, I k o the Bo hut goes a k to
at least the mid-fifties and probably a few years farther back.
The o er Doug Kittredge as re o ed as a hu ter a d e e if you
had e er ee to souther Califor ia or the o hut, you k e the a e
Doug Kittredge a d that of his you g sideki k, Ji Dougherty, you see the
Bowhut was not just an archery shop- it was also a mail order business which
put out a yearly atalog a ed Ar hers Bi le that as ot o ly filled ith the
latest in bowhunting gear but also articles on how to hunt with a bow and
arrow, it was the source of bowhunting information for us neophyte
bowhunters of the west.
So when I got back into archery and bowhunting after my service years
the Bo hut as y first stop. Ji Dougherty, the you g a ehi d
the counter was just six years my senior; he shook my hand as I introduced
myself and we had a nice conversation on our backgrounds and the local hunting
opportunities. I cannot say that Jim and I were more than just acquaintances,
because we were not but as the years passed we met several times and always
took the ti e to stop a d hat. My last Ar hers Bi le as the th anniversary
issue and I think it as o e of the ery last issue’s a d I date it to
-83 or
thereabout. My last meeting with Jim was just a couple of years later (1985-86)
at the annual Las Vegas Shot Show, his booth was with Ben Pearson Archery and
mine with the National Bowhunter Education Foundation, for the second year in
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a row, we made plans for an evening of trying to call in some coyotes with a goal
of launching an arrow in their direction, for the second year in a row last minute
executive meetings foiled our plans.
Jim had gone on to a great archery career and was one of the most
re og ized a es i o hu ti g. After his start at the Bo hut Doug Kittredge
moved the shop to Mammoth Lakes and Jims position as shop manager went to
Bill Krenz, another of our sports pioneers, perhaps someday to be recognized
more in this column, Jim moved on to become the leading member of the Ben
Pearson Bowhunting Staff, a magazine columnist (the Trail’s E d olu
for
Peterso ’s Bo hu ti g a d held a y titles o er the years, Ji passed a ay on
September 21, 2015 a true archery and bowhunting legend. Let us list some of
his many accomplishments,
Pope & Young measurer in 1960 even before the club became official in
1961 - became a regular member in 1967 and a senior member in 1973. He was
on the clubs Board of Directors, executive secretary, and club president from
1976 to 1984. Jim was the fourth person to receive the Honorary Lifetime Senior
Membership.
Jim was inducted into the Archery Hall of Fame in 1997 with a display of
his accomplishments in the Pope & Young Museum.
National Bowhunter Education Foundation Board of Directors member.
American Archery Council President and Vice President.
Archery Manufacturers and Merchants Organization Board member.
Safari Club International Bowhunters Vice-President.
National Archery Museum Board member.
California Bowmen Hunters and State Archery Association VicePresident.
Bear Archery Bowhunting Council Chairman.
Professional Archer of the Year 1977.
California Archery Hall of Fame 1984.
International Bowhunters Clinic Hall of Fame 1992.
Safari Club International Bowhunters Hall of Fame 1993.
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Bo hu ter Magazi e’s

Ar hers for the Ages

.

His most famous quote: Why do I o hunt? Because I love it.
Sometimes I get very frustrated, but I think we are supposed to. After all,
we do it because we want to make things a bit more difficult, because we like
the challenge. One way or another I am involved it it – or around it – 24 hours a
day. I ouldn’t ha e it any other ay.
I would like to be remembered as a guy who loved to bow hunt, who did
it rather ell and ho tried to represent the sport properly .

Jim Dougherty 1936 - 2015
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CVA Club Shoot
As you probably know, there was no club shoot in
October. We had our October Fun Shoot and Club
Banquet instead.
Fifteen trophy knives, 2 buckles and a number of
rotating trophies were given out at the ceremony.
As this was the end of the club year everyone will be
starting over fresh without a handicap. Handicaps
will start showing up in the score of the third club shoot on the new year (January).
Now is the time to make a commitment to shoot with your fellow archers at the
monthly club shoot held the 4th Sunday of every month.
John Downey
Tournament Chairman

Original Howard Hill Quiver
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Hi All CVA members!
“Adopt a Target” is for members to
volunteer to help maintain one of the 28
shooting lanes on the Roving range.
It mostly consists of keeping the weeds
and brush at bay and general clean up on
a selected lane. On most lanes this
would require the person(s) to spend
only about 30 – 45 minutes working on the lane maybe 2 or 3 times a year. This
would allow me to focus on other project on the range, because if I have to clear all
of the lanes (30 minutes x 28 lanes) it eats up my available time to do other things
like working on bales, spraying weeds, putting up covers on the target, fire
abatement, repairs, etc…..
If you’re not sure of what maintaining a lane would consist of feel free to give me a
call with any questions you may have. If you are interested on a particular lane
send me an email. It will be first come first serve so if you want a particular lane let
me know ASAP.
If you have adopted a lane already please take the time to maintain it. If you are no
longer able to maintain it please let me know so we can show it as available.
Thanks,
Keith Murphy (CVA Roving Range Captain)
klmurphy1@sbcglobal.net
805 558-9312
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Adopt a Target
Sign-Up Sheet
Target #

Distance

Adopter(s)

1
2
3
4
5

35 yrd fan field 36 yrd fan hunter

Ben Shirley

30 yrd. field 32 yrd hunter

Rob Lind

20 yrd. field 19walk-up hunter

Robert Luttrell

35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd hunter

Cher Riggs

80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd. walk-up
hunter
25 yrd field 28 yrd. fan hunter

Norman Rice

6
7

55 yrd field 53 yrd walk-up hunter

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

45 yrd walk-up field 44 yrd hunter

19
20

15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter

James, Nathan, &
Joshua Colins
James, Nathan, &
Joshua Colins
Terry Gieskewski
Ron Riley

65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter
40 yrd field 40 yrd. Hunter

Steve Price

60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up
45 yrd field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter

Steve Mahoney

50 yrd. field 48 yrd walk-up hunter
45 yrd.walk-up field 44 yrd. hunter
50 yrd. field 48 yrd. hunter
20 yrd field 19 yrd. walk-up hunter
80 yrd. walk-up field 70 yrd walk-up
hunter
55 yrd. field 53 yrd. walk-up hunter
25 yrd. field 28 yrd. fan hunter
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Ruth Haskins
Julio Durado
Clark Pentico

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

35 yrd. fan field 36 yrd fan hunter
30 yrd. field 32 yrd. fan hunter

Jim Niehoff
Jim Niehoff

35 ft. walk-up field 11 yrd. hunter
45 yrd. field 23 yrd. walk-up hunter
65 yrd. field 64 yrd. walk-up hunter
60 yrd field 58 yrd. walk-up

Alan & Chris Murphy
Kit Raquel
Jonathan & Diana Geiger

15 yrd. field 15 yrd. walk-up hunter
40 yrd. field 40 yrd. hunter

Chuck Thurber

20-40 yrd practice butts
20 yrd. practice butts by running pig

Lois Price

Two more photos from the JOAD BBQ held on Halloween.
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Conejo Valley Archers
Eleventh Annual

Christmas
Toys for Tots Shoot
Sunday, December 6, 2015
This is a Rain or Shine Event

30 Novelty and 3D Targets
2 arrow, marked yardage, 10-8-5 scoring
REGISTRATION
7:30 – 9:00 AM

ADULTS
FAMILY
YOUNG ADULTS 15-17
YOUTH 12-14
CUB 11 and younger
Compound
Recurve
Longbow

COST
One unwrapped toy
valued at ~$15.00
(two per Family)

Breakfast items, lunch, snacks and drinks available all day
Directions: 118 Fwy to Simi Valley, exit Tapo Canyon, Go North 3 miles, turn left into
Tapo Canyon Park. The range is inside the park. No dogs allowed.
For Club/Shoot/Schedule Information call the club phone 805-530-1339
Or visit our website www.cvarchers.com
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CBHSAA November Calendar of Events
11/01/2015
11/01/2015
11/01/2015
11/7&8/2015
11/07/2015
11/08/2015
11/14/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/15/2015
11/21/2015
11/22/2015
11/22/2015
11/29/2015

Maya Archers Stick Bow Classic UnMkd
San Diego Archers Un-Marked 3D UnMkd
Verdugo Hills Archers New "Daze" of Verdugo
Fresno Field Archers Gene Foster Traditional
Woodlake Antelope Archers San Joaquin Mkd
Woodlake Antelope Archers 21 or Bust Mkd
Bowhunters Unlimited Turkey Shoot
Mojave Archers Fall Back 3-D UnMkd
San Diego Archers Hunter Round Mkd
Straight Arrow Bowhunters Turkey Shoot
Santa Ynez Valley Bow Turkey Shoot Mkd
Nevada County Sportsman Turkey Shoot Mkd
Redwood Bowmen Turkey Shoot Mkd
Northwoods Bowmen's Club Toys for Tots

916-390-2793
619-952-5301
818-767-5844
559-338-3301
559-781-7217
559-781-7217
408-807-9418
760-217-1057
619-952-5301
530-348-2135
805-938-5171
530-265-4478
510-501-6571
707-753-0615

For more information go to : WWW.CBHSAA.NET Calendar of Events
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Your CVA Officers
President

Kurt Hoberg

(805) 552-9934

Vice President

Bonnie Marshall

(805) 379-8721

Secretary

John Downey

(805) 527-4894

Treasurer

Dan Dix

(805) 376-3568

Board Members

Norm Rice
Keith Murphy
Dave Dragan
Cher Riggs
Robert Luttrell
Mike Keena

(805) 210-0764
(805) 558-9312
(805) 218-5912
(805) 492-3209
(805) 490-8601
(805) 527-4585

Range Captains

Keith Murphy

(805) 558-9312

Editor

John Downey

(805) 527-4894

CVA Answering Service

(805) 530-1339

Whatever we need him to do guy Clark Pentico

(805-630-1749

VERY IMPORTANT REMINDER
If you are using Amazon.com for your purchases please remember that it takes only one click to
switch over to Amazon Smile to complete your order. AmazonSmile is a website operated by
Amazon that lets you enjoy the same wide selection of products, low prices, and convenient
shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when you shop on AmazonSmile
(smile.amazon.com), the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase price to our
CVA club. It may not seem like a grand amount but it does add up fast! If you have any questions
about the program please click on this link for more info. https://smile.amazon.com/about.
Make your purchase go farther!
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